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Forensic Science: Peering Down a Blind Alley
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Left: Microtrace LLC, a renowned forensic laboratory in Elgin, IL, was presented with these comparable fiber samples. At first sight, although
their diameters were different, the fibers seemed to be exactly the same. Researcher Chris Palenik found disparities that casual inspection
would easily overlook. Right: Colorometric analysis proved to Palenik that the fibers came from unrelated sources. Although their colors
seem to be identical to the naked eye, the spectra were clearly distinct. Elemental analysis subsequently confirmed that the fibers had been
colored with completely different dyes.

anybody imagine a producer biting at bait like that?
It is a peculiar combination, yet it has given us the
most popular television drama program in history
and a host of spin-off series that hang on its coattails.
The real world is very different. Forensic science
may be high-flying on television, but down here in
the laboratory it is in crisis. Today’s forensic services
are fighting for funds, tormented by fraud, tainted by
official reports of incompetence and dishonesty, while
its great experts are retiring only to be replaced by
goal-oriented technocrats. The fictitious D.B. Russell
luxuriates in his polished wooden desk in a huge office as well-dressed specialist investigators — each
running a vast enterprise of their own — flit in and
out of the door with expensive scans and costly analyses. If a dirty dropout is attacked in an alley, heads of
department converge on Mr. Russell’s office like an
executive team, each delving into details and devoted
to finding out the truth, so that the puzzle is diligently
solved by the end of the week.
In the world of American law enforcement, the
aim to find out the truth has been subsumed by an
overriding desire for the police to allocate the responsibility to somebody. Anybody. The theme is pinning
blame, not uncovering facts; and the forensic experts
will be at a junior level — indeed, unless you work
for the FBI, they will be asked for an opinion only if
they’re cheap enough. The investigations in “CSI:
Crime Scene Investigation” can occupy a huge photoviewing desk for a week or more; in the real world,
they would be compressed JPEGs fighting for space
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on an out-of-date monitor littered with Post-it notes.
That’s if they’re lucky.
Living with microscopes gives us an edge on everyone else, because we are looking so closely at nature. What we uncover is reality. Sometimes we give
the benefit of our insights to the investigators of a
crime — and sometimes they don’t want it. There are
occasions, plenty of them, when the prosecution isn’t
searching for objective reality but prefers something
to prove them right. In the modern world, forensic
science has retreated from its aim of helping to uncover the truth and has often been used as a way of
baffling a jury so that the police can lock away their
favorite suspect and call the case closed.
BAG OF DOUBTS
Marijuana was the core of a case on which I was
due to provide evidence. The defendant was the owner
of a boxing club. A bag, originally used for coal and
containing suspicious substances, had been found at
the foot of his garden wall. It seemed, on the face of it,
a curious place to drop a bag of incriminating evidence. Stashing the bag under the floorboards or behind the wardrobe might have made more sense. The
thrust of the prosecution was the finding of the bag
on the premises and the nature of its contents. This is
what I had been asked to investigate. When you are
accustomed to looking at living plant tissue or meticulous permanent preparations, the dried and
mangled leaves in a handful of drug-dealer ’s stash
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Left: A boxing coach was accused of hiding marijuana in this old plastic coal-bag. The prosecution told the court that fingerprints were absent
because this kind of bag could not retain prints; however, hydrophobic polymer plastic can be a good medium for fingerprints. Right: During
a court adjournment, a plastic bag similar to the coal bag was dabbed and dusted for fingerprints. This image of the tested bag show that
prints are prominently visible. Although the prosecution later changed their stance, it was obvious that their evidence had been flawed.

demands a lot of investigation. Fortunately, mature
Cannabis sativa bears bracts with hairs and has characteristic glandular structures on the underside. These
can be identified in dried vegetation and give the key
to identity. I had my micrographs ready.
Suddenly the direction of the case altered. The accused boxing club owner said he had never seen the
bag in his life and had never known any reason for any
such object to be left at the bottom of his garden wall.
As he said, the bag was lying precisely where it would
be if someone had dropped it over the wall from outside. He claimed that the police had thrown the bag
into his property immediately before raiding the premises through the front door. And he added that there
was nothing to connect him with the bag. The judge
became interested. “I do not understand,” said the
judge. “Were there fingerprints on the bag?” The defendant shook his head and angrily said that of course
there weren’t — it wasn’t his bag. The prosecuting lawyer intervened to reply: “There were no fingerprints
found,” he agreed. There was a hurried consultation.
“May I explain a little further? It is not merely that no
signs of fingerprints were observed; I am advised that
this kind of bag will not retain fingerprints.”
The police witness was recalled. He explained that
the facts of the matter were confused. They had stated
that there were no fingerprints — in fact the coal bag
had been tested and wouldn’t retain fingerprints. At
this point my interest was triggered. The exhibit was
a plastic bag from a local supermarket, and hydro-

phobic polymers can certainly retain fingerprints.
There was a huddle in the court, and the lunchtime
adjournment was called.
By chance, I had one of the same bags at home; I
fingered it, powdered it and photographed the results.
I returned to court with freshly printed images, and
the defense lawyers were delighted. The police witness was now in a state of confusion; he could not
remember precisely what tests had been undertaken,
but he did recall the lack of fingerprints. Perhaps he
was forgetful of the scientific details, he conceded. In
fact, it seemed likely that the bag had been dropped
into the defendant’s garden and there was nothing to
link him with it. Everyone in the courtroom felt the
evidence had been planted, and it had taken a quick
experiment over lunch to substantiate the point. The
boxing club owner walked free.
FLAWED HAIR
There are cases when forensic evidence can throw
up something, and the role of the specialist is then to
raise the significance to ridiculous limits in the hope
of obtaining a conviction. One such case centered on
suspected murderer Donald Eugene Gates. The naked
body of Catherine Schilling, a 21-year-old student at
Georgetown University, was found in Rock Creek Park,
Washington, D.C., on June 22, 1981. She had been raped
and shot five times in the head. Gates, a 30-year-old
itinerant construction worker, was arrested a month
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later after he failed to appear in court on a different
matter, and a sample of his hair was taken.
Gerald Smith, a witness, said that he was friends
with Gates, and he believed that Gates had tried to
rob a woman but then killed her when she resisted.
Two facts need to be mentioned: This does not sound
like the rape of a nude woman, and Smith was a police
informant who was being paid $1,300 for his testimony. There was not enough evidence for a conviction, until an FBI forensic scientist appeared at the
trial. The analyst, Michael Malone, insisted that Gates’s
hairs were “microscopically indistinguishable” from
hair samples taken from the victim’s body. Asked
about the chances of the two hairs being from separate sources, he reportedly said, “one in 10,000.” That
was enough for the jury. Gates was convicted on Sept.
16, 1982, and, proclaiming his innocence, was sentenced to 20 years to life in prison.
Meanwhile in Britain, genetic profiling had been
introduced by Sir Alec Jeffreys of Leicester University.
It was first used in 1987 to identify the murderer of
two young girls. The very next year, Gates asked for
DNA profiling of his own hair in attempt to prove his
innocence, but the technique was new and the results
were inconclusive. It was a decade before an internal
review by the FBI came up with a startling result:
Malone, their forensic scientist, had performed inaccurate tests and was known to have given misleading
evidence. Nothing more was done for another five
years until in 2002, when the Justice Department wrote
to the prosecutors about the case. They said there were
serious doubts about the conviction and asked the
prosecutor to decide whether Gates’s attorney should
be notified. In the event, the defense was never told.
Another five years went by. This time, Gates had
the help of prominent attorney Sandra Levick from
the Public Defender Service for the District of Columbia. A formal request was entered, asking for further
DNA testing. It took two more years before permission was granted, and the samples held at the medical examiner ’s office conclusively proved that he was
not the killer. Gates was finally released from jail in
December 2009 after serving 28 years of wrongful incarceration. In the following year, the D.C. Superior
Court Senior Judge Fred Ugast granted a certificate of
innocence.
Gates’ conviction had hinged on forensic microscopy. It is perfectly possible that two unrelated hairs
can be microscopically indistinguishable, and sometimes it is the fault of an untrained microscopist who
cannot identify distinctions anyway. What made this
case worse was the assertion that the chance of the
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samples coming from disparate sources was “less than
one in 10,000.” Where did this figure come from? Is
there a database of a billion hairs, with these specific
characteristics being numerically defined? Was there
a standard deviation? Levick tells me: “There is a government brief for the procedure. Malone explained that
while a hair match differs from a fingerprint match in
that it cannot be said that a hair comes from one person to the exclusion of all others, it is nonetheless
‘highly unlikely’ that the hair found on the victim came
from someone other than appellant. Malone indicated
that in approximately 10,000 hair examinations he had
performed over an eight-year period, there were only
two instances in which hairs from two different people
were so similar that he could not differentiate them.”
Levick represented three men at the Public Defender
Service: Gates, Santae Tribble and Kirk Odom. Together
with a fourth client, Cleveland Wright, who was also
exonerated, they spent a century in prison for crimes
they did not commit.
‘RESISTANCE TO ACCOUNTABILITY’
What happened to Michael Malone? There were
many other cases in which his misleading testimony
had led to convictions. Was he prosecuted for the harm
he had done to the lives of so many American families
and the damage he had done to forensic microscopy?
The FBI transferred him out of the laboratory to field
work until his retirement 1999. That was not the end
of his involvement, for he returned as a consultant in
2002 and worked for the FBI until 2014. The FBI now
says: “We believe that Malone’s employment as an FBI
contractor was a consequence of the failure of the FBI
and the Department to discipline Malone for … misconduct we identified in 1997.” Sen. Chuck Grassley,
ranking Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee, thought the FBI’s behavior was shocking; he criticizes them for “foot-dragging and resistance to accountability.” Indeed, tell that to the innocent prisoners.
The failure of the FBI’s forensic service is horrendous. It reads like something out of North Korea or the
Soviet Union: Science was deliberately misused on innocent individuals to secure convictions that pleased
the state. Hairs are notoriously unreliable as evidence.
They were first described in forensic microscopy by
Alfred Swaine Taylor and Thomas Stevenson in their
book Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence published in 1883. Victor Balthazard and Marcelle Lambert produced the first monograph on hair in 1910,
and Sydney Smith introduced the comparison microscope for hair analysis in 1934. Questions of certainty
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are not new, for Paul Kirk was reporting his experience with error rates in hair comparison as long ago
as 1940. Because each microscopist worked in their
own individual way, there remained no objectively
defined guidelines for procedures.
The subject came up for discussion at Inter/Micro
1982. Dr. Walter McCrone, who chaired the meeting,
was perplexed not only by the lack of investigative
procedures, but what the results actually meant. He
said: “If you guys can’t agree on how hairs should be
compared and what it all means, get together and work
it out.” A group soon convened, and the FBI set up a
committee to look into the matter. Committee chair
Dr. Barry Gaudette explained his statistical studies
about the significance of microscopical hair matches,
while Richard Bisbing published studies on comparisons that he claimed could have allowed him to distinguish hairs from identical twins because of epigenetic distinctions.

The comparison microscope can be used to recognize similarities
between hair samples. Richard Bisbing, a leading authority on hair
identification, cites this as an example of a successful identification.
However, many samples of brown Caucasian hair looks like this —
a jury needs to be given a range of samples to make a comparison
for themselves.

THE INNOCENCE PROJECT
The first national body to investigate doubtful
verdicts reached through the wrongful use of forensic
science was the Innocence Project, set up in 1992 in
New York City by Peter Neufeld and Barry Scheck at
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law of Yeshiva
University. Its aim was to use DNA testing to free innocent prisoners who had been convicted on dubious
forensic evidence. The Innocence Project remains an
idiosyncratic organization that won’t accept emails.
Case submission and follow-ups must be done by regular mail, as in the old days. Even so, the re-examination of forensic cases triggered by this initiative has
exonerated 329 prisoners — including 20 who had
been sentenced to death — and in the process they
identified 140 real perpetrators of crime.
A decade ago, Neufeld joined forces with Brandon L. Garrett to painstakingly review a cohort of
137 miscarriages of justice. The forensic evidence they
were investigating included the microscopy of fibers
and soil, microscopical hair comparisons, fingerprints, and prints left by teeth and shoes. Their investigations showed that in 82 of those cases, convictions had been secured by false testimony. Sometimes
the evidence was misstated, and often the evidence
given was wholly unsupported by the science. This
was not due to a few miscreants but was clearly a
regular flaw in the way science was used to obtain
convictions; 72 forensic analysts were involved in
these cases, representing 523 investigations ranging
across 25 states. The adversarial nature of court pro-

cedure made it difficult to challenge the evidence, and
whenever a forensic specialist was challenged, the
judge made it hard to alter the outcome. This was an
extraordinary conclusion: In 60% of cases, a conviction had been secured through the deliberate falsification of forensic testimony. Their remarkably detailed paper was published in 2009 in the Virginia Law
Review, (95:1, pp 1–97) — a landmark article that remains an excellent read.
Much of the early impetus for scrutiny of forensic
science and the FBI came from Dr. Frederic Whitehurst,
who was a Supervisory Special Agent in the FBI crime
laboratory between 1986 and 1998. Whitehurst is a
spec ialist in explosives. During these years,
Whitehurst realized that FBI agents were using false
testimony to obtain convictions, which led to the FBI
introducing 40 major reforms, including a new accreditation process. You might imagine that the FBI
was delighted with Whitehurst’s diligence, but he was
hassled and intimidated. Whitehurst refused to keep
quiet, and in 1991 he set out his findings in a letter to
the U.S. Department of Justice inspector general
Michael Bromwich. He kept writing, and by 1994, he
had sent 237 detailed letters. The next year the media
became involved, when the ABC TV program “Prime
Time Live” broadcast a report about Whitehurst’s concerns. Bromwich could stay silent no longer. The result was his 520-page report published in 1997 that
was highly critical of the FBI laboratory. Bromwich
singled out seven of their scientists, including Malone,
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whom he described as having provided “false testimony.” The inspector general recommended Malone
for disciplinary action.
So irritated was the FBI that they angrily suspended Whitehurst, who instructed his lawyers to
protect his position. In February 1998, he finally left
the FBI with a settlement worth more than $1.16 million. The suddenly wealthy Whitehurst immediately
set up the Forensic Justice Project (FJP) in 1998 to identify cases where innocent citizens had been jailed on
the basis of flawed forensic testimony and to offer independent sc ientific evaluations of evidenc e.
Whitehurst now tells me: “The goal of the FJP was to
identify controversial areas of forensic science and
collect information and distribute it in order to assist
public debate. The mantra was to stop it, fix it and
find out who was harmed by it. Our goal was fairness. We did not comment on guilt or innocence but
simply to bring fairness to the process. Government
crimes labs of the time existed in secret bunkers with
no public access. Protocols were secret. Failure rates
were secret. Quality control mechanisms were secret.
The credentials of examiners were secret.” Secrecy is
the antithesis of science.
The lack of effort in dealing with these travesties
of justice was criticized in July 2014 by the Inspector
General of the Justice Department. Some 13 laboratory examiners had been identified as providing misleading testimony as far back as 1997, leaving 60 persons on death row, yet the department took more than
five years to identify the cases. During that time, three
men were put to death. The inspector general’s office
said nearly 3,000 dubious cases had since come to light,
402 of them calling for immediate review. There were
countless others that had been omitted from the process, leaving incalculable prisoners who were languishing in jail for no valid reason.
Many forensic laboratories around the world
would have nothing to do with hair comparison. It
had become a controversial subject. Matters came to
a head in 2009, when the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) published a highly critical report that
stated: “The committee has heard no evidence that
microscopic hair analysis can reliably associate a hair
with a specific individual.” Their report poured doubt
into many areas of forensic science but was diplomatically titled Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States.
They reported that there were many cases where microscopy had been used to say hairs were very similar, whereas DNA evidence showed they were unrelated. The report included a hypothetical hair analysis validation study, modeled after DNA, and argued
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that testing procedures should be objectively assessed.
This is the core of the problem: We live in an era where
compliance matters above all, but in these areas there
was nothing with which to comply.
MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE
By July 2013, the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL) and the FBI had decided to team up with the Innocence Project to look
into miscarriages of justice over hair samples. The new
joint project set out to review the criminal cases in
which the FBI presented microscopic hair analysis as
crime-scene evidence. Several cases in recent years
had been supported primarily by the microscopy of
hair samples, and subsequent DNA tests caused doubts
to be expressed over its validity. The project was to
become the largest review of convictions ever conducted by the FBI. In April 2015, they published results that astonished the forensic community. In more
than 250 cases they reviewed, the evidence presented
was indefensible. Here we see how easily a jury can
be convinced by microscopical evidence that is falsely
represented. In one notable case, FBI agent James
Hilverda testified that all the hairs in the stocking mask
worn by the murderer were human head hairs, and
that one hair suitable for microscopical analysis
matched their suspect. DNA analysis subsequently
showed that none of them matched. Indeed, one of the
hairs was not even human; it came from a dog. Of the
cases in which these terrible fictions had been perpetrated, 33 had resulted in death sentences, and nine
innocent prisoners had already been executed.
Compositional bullet-lead analysis is another area
where convincing-sounding science can be flawed.
Twelve years ago the Board on Science, Technology,
and Economic Policy of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) published Forensic Analysis: Weighing Bullet Lead Evidence. The report concluded that the analyses were largely correctly performed using plasmaoptical emission spectroscopy to identify trace elements in the bullets. Once again, problems arose when
the data were explained before a jury. Prosecutors,
knowing it was a complicated procedure for some nonscientists to understand, were exploiting public ignorance by baffling jurors with figures and data. This
NAS report did not call for the tests to be abandoned
in court cases, though in 2004 the FBI decided voluntarily to cease offering the analysis to law enforcement agencies. The U.S. government has resisted releasing information on the 2,500 cases over 30 years
in which such evidence may have led to false convic-
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This scanning electron micrograph was used as forensic evidence
to impress jurors in the Dando case, but George was later
exonerated. The single shot to Dando’s head, investigators now
concede, had all the signs of a contract killing intended to deter
crime investigations by other television journalists.

London’s Evening Standard reported on the murder investigation
of Jill Dando, a top British TV crime journalist, who was shot dead
outside her home in 1999. Suspect Barry George was quickly
apprehended; although police claimed that he was a person of
interest, there was no evidence that he was anywhere near the
crime scene. Many months later, a single particle was identified in
George’s coat. The lawyers assumed that, as a single particle, it
was a contaminant from the forensic laboratory. The prosecution
alleged that it provided “compelling evidence” of guilt, and this was
the basis for George being found guilty. In court, unreliable
microscopical evidence was given to say that the particle was
identical to one found at the crime scene. Although this could be
true, it is misleading to a jury. Identical particles like these are
produced in millions by detonations from guns, explosives and
fireworks.

tions. One of the first to benefit from the ruling was
Jimmy Ates, who was released in December 2008 from
a Florida prison after 10 years following his conviction for murdering his wife. The evidence centered on
bullet-lead analysis, and without the NAS Board report he might have remained in jail.
In Britain there was the case of Barry George, who
was convicted of murdering Jill Dando, a top television
presenter, on the basis of exaggerated microscopical
evidence. There was a potentially incriminating fiber

found on the victim’s coat, which could have matched
the suspect; but the coat had been left lying on the
ground for some nine hours after the murder, so it could
have easily been contaminated. Over a year later, a
single speck of gunshot residue was found on George’s
coat, but that probably came from the forensics laboratory. Otherwise, there was nothing to connect the
suspect with the crime scene. Meanwhile, George spent
eight years behind bars on the basis of misrepresented
evidence. I spoke on this case in San Diego at the
California Association of Criminalists’ 111th seminar
in 2008, and the facts produced consternation among
the delegates. The lack of evidence against George was
obvious, but this did not stop the prosecution team
from representing it to suit themselves.
A remarkably similar challenge recently had another British prisoner released. The case was the murder of Daniel Dale in Manchester in 2002. Dwaine
George served 12 years in jail, also on the basis of misleading gunshot evidence. This case was the first to be
investigated by an Innocence Project at Cardiff University. This is where I am a Fellow and a member of
the University Court, so it was particularly pleasing
to see this innocent man returned to his family.
FORENSIC ‘NONSCIENCE’
When the findings were originally explained to
the jury, it was done with a heady sense of assurance.
This reminded us of the realities of forensic science: it
may not be the microscopy that is at fault, it is the
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way it is presented in the courts. This is a long-standing potential problem. The first time I published such
thoughts was in my satirical book Nonscience in 1971.
The theme of the book was that real science was being
subsumed by get-rich-quick Experts, who used
“nonscience” to make money and keep the public
firmly in their place. Here is an extract:
The trick of Forensic Nonscience is to pick
out whatever evidence you need to substantiate your particular point of view. Let us consider a hair found on a sweater, for example.
The two approaches are:
1: THE DEFENSIVE
The Expert in this situation puts the disclosure of the hair into its proper context by
arguing:
i) That the hair was of typical appearance
ii) Many people have hair of this kind
iii) The variation of hair on any head is considerable
iv) The defendant was in contact with many
people from whom such a hair could have originated … and so on.
The role of counsel is then to allude to these
arguments retrospectively and say: ‘We have
heard Expert evidence which clearly and unequivocally shows that the presence of a hair
on the defendant’s sweater is neither here nor
there. There is no reason to convince us that
this had anything to do with the victim. We all
have stray hairs on our clothing, and one could
not draw sinister implications from this! No
doubt many people in this courtroom have similar hairs about them at this moment, but
would we claim that as evidence? Of course
not. It is even possible that the wanted man is
himself here today; but it is abundantly clear
that he is not in the dock.’
2: THE ACCUSATIVE
In being called for the prosecution or the
plaintiff the Expert’s task is somewhat different. He would, in this position, argue:
i) That the hair had been found on the
defendant’s clothing;
ii) That another hair taken from the victim
had been compared with it;
iii) That in all respects the two were
similar;
iv) That a common origin was compatible
with this evidence.
The duty of counsel then is to add the touch
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of conviction thus: ‘And finally, there is the telltale hair found on the sweater worn by the
defendant on the very night of the crime. In
size, color, shape — in short, in all the visible
respects that are apparent to the searching eye
of the Expert in his laboratory; with all the evidence of modern scientific knowledge — this
hair was utterly identical to the victim’s. One
may, I suggest, draw one’s own conclusions.’
In sampling hairs, incidentally, it pays to
hunt around a little. Whether you wish to find
a single hair similar to the specimen, or one
that is quite different, you should not have to
search for long.
Now remember, that book was satire and intended as a joke. Yet the fictitious scenario that I invented is frighteningly close to reality. All too often
the forensic agencies act with an aura of unchallengeable superiority, and one wonders how often it is the
charisma of the witness or the cut of their suit which
impresses the members of a jury more than evidence
presented in a manner that they cannot comprehend.
The emphasis on grand, easy-to-solve crimes to
the exclusion of minor matters, is emphasized by Richard Brown, who worked with distinction in the
field for years before joining MVA Scientific Consultants in Atlanta. Brown found that the emphasis is on
finding evidence to prove a suspect guilty, and he always found that it is the major felonies that remain
the focus. “The top priority is given to homicide and
rape. Homicide cases must have a suspect, a crime
scene and an active investigation. Work may sometimes be done if there is no suspect, but it is the crimes
where there is a suspect that are always prioritized.”
MISLEADING EVIDENCE
There are many ways in which scientific data can
be deliberately manipulated to mislead a jury. I was
once involved in a case where the key component of
the evidence was centered on the refractive index of
two glass samples. The prosecution said: “We have
carried out a measurement of the refractive index of
the glass, and find it is 1.52 — exactly the same as the
refractive index of the glass from the jeweler’s shop
window.” How misleading is that? All window glass
in Britain at that time came from the Chance Pilkington
factory, and it was all identical to three places of decimals. The analysis was not relevant — yet the assurance of the witness gave the jury a sense that the defendant must be guilty. He wasn’t.
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Terrorists are headline-makers in forensic science,
and in Britain the Maguire Seven were jailed in 1976
for handling explosives that were used in an IRA pub
bombing. An inquiry by Sir John May in 1990 disclosed that alternative explanations of the forensic
findings (including some negative results) had been
kept secret. There was alibi evidence that was never
disclosed, a missing towel that was a crucial exhibit
and allegations of police torture. The forensic tests had
been carried out at the Royal Armament Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) but details were
never disclosed. The determination to support forensic evidence was very clear in this case, and Laboratory
News (July 18, p 1, 1991) devoted an issue to considering the matter:
Three appeal judges accepted that the
RARDE scientists had been wrong to keep quiet
about tests, but they said that no miscarriage
of justice had resulted, and it did not affect the
scientists’ honesty, or render the convictions
unsafe. This conclusion flatly contradicted that
of last year’s public inquiry by Sir John May,
who concluded that the scientists’ evidence was
so flawed that the tests could not be relied upon.
However, support for Sir John has come from
leading scientist Brian Ford, whose book Cult of
the Expert warned of the dangers of allowing science to be misused. He said: “The forensic establishment has shown itself to have acted in a
profoundly questionable fashion, yet the
‘closing of ranks’ has been intended to launder
its reputation. In other sectors of activity, such
behavior would result in disqualification and
possible prosecution.” Ford said that the RARDE
tests were scientifically questionable, since
nobody had run any control tests. Also, the
RARDE scientists had not told the whole truth.
He said that it looked as though, instead of the
Forensic Science Service offering independent
expertise, it was acting as a state-run service to
get prosecutions.
This determination to secure a conviction, instead
of delving for the truth, remains the core of the problem. In today’s world of printouts, computerized data
and the internet, police investigators have become
transfixed by digital detection. They like complicated
printouts of cell-phone records, DNA data, EDX
graphs; the quizzical eye of the seasoned microscopist
is now on the back burner. Many modern investigators have in-house software to match fingerprints or

This teaching slide sets out to show how a comparison microscope
could compare two screws. A closer look reveals that machining
imperfections are faithfully reproduced, with none of the variation
that two screws (from the same source) might reveal. Has the same
image simply been duplicated?

Microscopist Thom Hopen in Atlanta investigated a case where
data were used to show that cleanser on a slippery floor was
identical to that on a plaintiff’s coat. Close inspection shows that the
two printed graphs were too good to be true. Attorneys had
photocopied the data and used it twice to in an attempt to prove
their case.

bullet marks, so there seems less need to hire in a specialist. The consequences are conspicuous — for instance, the fiber caseload is steadily retreating. Forensic microscopists could find out so much from fibers, but now police meddle with the scene of crime,
and textiles are regarded as a low priority compared
with blood and other traces. Collecting fibers on tape
is rarely routine, yet this evidence can be crucial in
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cases like child abuse and sex crime.
Peer review is a stranger to forensic science, and
statistical data that the public can grasp are vanishing and rare. It is easy to give juries the evidence they
need: Do not show them two matching bullet images,
but show them plenty. They can pick out the match
for themselves, which makes the conclusion so much
more convincing. Sometimes a keen eye can reveal that
scientific agencies are deliberately falsifying their findings to clinch a result. In Atlanta, Thomas Hopen reported a fascinating civil case that hinged on samples
taken from a slippery floor and compared with residues on the plaintiff’s dress. There was no mistaking
the similarity of the infrared spectra from the two
samples. Hopen, being a highly experienced microscopist, looks more closely at details than jurors customarily do, and his close scrutiny revealed a key fact:
The two pairs of graphs were not merely similar, they
were copies of the same original. Each tiny fluctuation in the trace was repeated in a way that cannot
possibly happen in the real world. The plaintiff’s forensic consultants had simply photocopied the data
and used it twice — once as the floor sample and again
as the dress residue.
A comparable example came to the attention of
another leading microscopist, Dickey Huntamer. This
dispute concerned pesticide residues. The plaintiff in
this environmental case held that levels were dangerously high; the defendants insisted they were well
within safety limits. Unbeknown to either, the samples
were sent to the same laboratory for analysis. Both
received the forensic support they wanted — one finding the levels were raised, the other concluding that
they were not. We cannot imagine that it is only the
presentation of evidence that can be faulted; sometimes retained consultants will produce the data that
the client requires.
INFLICTING INJUSTICE
Forensic microscopy relies on finding out the
truth. The public know about this and believe that
our use of chemical analysis, fiber comparisons, fingerprint photography, bullet marks and particles like
pollen grains can stand with DNA as their path to
revelation. Yet for the last 20 years, repeated reports
have shown that the way the evidence is used can
pervert the course of justice. Hundreds, even thousands of innocent civilians are languishing in prison
cells away from their families, not because of a crime
they committed, but because of the deliberate perversion of science. More and more evidence is emerg-
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ing of injustice inflicted on a corporate scale — yet
little is being done to rectify the situation and free
innocent victims.
For all these problems, law enforcement continues to trumpet the successes of American justice. In
2006, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia made this
extraordinary statement: “It should be noted at the
outset that the dissent does not discuss a single case
— not one — in which it is clear that a person was
executed for a crime he did not commit. If such an
event had occurred in recent years, we would not have
to hunt for it; the innocent’s name would be shouted
from the rooftops.” Many names have been shouted;
few seem to have listened.
Sometimes negative evidence can be a clincher,
though FBI policy for decades has been not to field a
witness with negative findings. The outcome of a case
can rest on evidence that an investigator found no
fingerprints where they might be expected, no blood,
no semen, no matching hairs; but agents simply do
not attend such cases. Bisbing, whose research was
cited in the original NAS report, says: “The policy was
really for the purposes of saving money and time away
from the laboratory, attending court all over the country to say they found nothing. But, if you don’t make a
match, then you can’t travel to Florida to see your
mother or to Alaska with extra time for a little salmon
fishing, all on the Government’s dime.” Bisbing says
that arrogance exhibited by some of the FBI agents
was a constant problem. He adds that they always
acted as if they must be right, simply because of who
they are. “When the FBI laboratory agents came to
your court,” he says, “you were led to believe they
were the best in the world, they came all the way
from Washington, D.C. in a standard issue blue suit
carrying a briefcase, they had the most expensive instruments, they knew more than you because of their
federal resources, and what they say can be taken as
gospel. In addition, they were in the court because
they had told the prosecutor on the phone that they
will say what the prosecutor wants to hear and they
have the evidence that will convict.”
It is the cost of obtaining forensic evidence that
frequently remains an insurmountable obstacle to
justice. When a case like homicide comes to court, the
prosecutors have the full range of expertise at their
disposal. The latest technology can be brought to bear,
and the ultimate costs are paid by the American
people. The defendant often finds the costs of a counterclaim prohibitive. Brown says: “Hourly costs
charged by well-equipped laboratories have to be high.
Even when a prosecution case can be easily disproved,
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it can take a lot of funds to achieve that end.” The FBI
have to justify their costs, though the facilities to which
they can turn are virtually limitless. Little wonder
they can often turn up in court with an effortless sense
of unassailability.
The workings of the FBI do not always warrant
that sense of superiority. Recently released is their
investigation of the lyrics of “Louie, Louie,” recorded
by Jack Ely as lead singer of The Kingsmen in 1963.
The 19-year-old Ely had just had new braces on his
teeth, which made singing difficult, and the microphone was suspended above his head to simulate a
concert recording. As a result, the lyrics were indistinct, and the FBI were charged with investigating
whether there were hidden obscenities. They spent
more than two years listening to the recording and
trying to figure out the words. One example, from the
FBI records, gives a flavor of the investigation: “On
April 17, 1964, the FBI laboratory advised the record
was played at different speeds but none of the speeds
assisted in determining the words of the song on the
record.” The top-rate agents didn’t even find out that
it was a cover version — the song had already been
released by Richard Berry and again by Rockin’ Robin
Roberts and The Fabulous Wailers — so they could
have checked those. In any event, they could have
picked up the lyrics from the Copyright Office. It was
just down the road.
NEEDED TRANSPARENCY
Things seemed to be taking a different course when
the world’s newest and finest forensic laboratory was
opened in Washington, D.C. The FBI laboratory traditionally carried out forensic work for Washington
with a confusing cavalcade of potential prosecutors —
the National Park Service, Secret Service, Army, Navy,
Air Force, U.S. attorneys and the Capitol Police — but
now much of the forensic work was to be centered on
a luxurious central organization, the Consolidated
Forensic Laboratory in Washington. This ultra-modern block surrounded by sculptured gardens and beds
filled with nodding flowers opened in 2012 at a cost
$220 million. Visitors enter through a vast airy atrium
with tinted windows and sleek black leather couches.
This lavish establishment looks less like a laboratory
block and more like a luxury resort hotel. The rooms
are protected by iris scanners and reached by concealed stairs, and the building was claimed to be the
most luxurious and secure scientific establishment in
the world with “seven layers of security.”
The key factor was that the laboratory was not

Microtrace LLC was consulted about a murder case in which
microscopic metallic particles measuring 150 µm in diameter, such
as this one, had been identified in a blanket that enclosed a body.
Researcher Chris Palenik identified similar globules in a workshop
that employed the accused.

part of the FBI. This marked a change of attitude that
stemmed from the highly critical NAS report of 2009.
They issued a strong recommendation that forensic
crime laboratories should be clearly separated from
law enforcement control. They recognized that the
problems of bias, exaggeration, lack of standards and
downright dishonesty were compounded by the
overriding influence of the prosecutors. The Council
of the District of Columbia decided that the new laboratory would be transparent — and for the first time
it would be open to defense lawyers, as well as the
prosecution.
The FBI and the police were among those who resisted that idea. Brandon Garrett and I recently discussed the matter at Cambridge University. He recalls: “I testified at hearings over the legislation that
was creating the new independent lab and the U.S.
attorney aggressively opposed the notion of a lab with
scientific oversight and independence.” Sure enough,
no sooner had the laboratory opened than it began to
close. Independent audits called into question the reliability of the DNA findings the laboratory was producing, the gold standard of forensic science as proclaimed in the NAS report. In January 2015, the U.S.
District Attorney stopped submitting DNA samples;
two months later, reports emerged of piles of unpacked
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In 1983, Carlos DeLuna was arrested in Texas and later executed
for a murder that he did not commit. The case was headed by
police detective Olivia Escobedo, whose unprotected boots can be
seen as she walks over the evidence. The crime scene was
cleaned up and back in use hours after the event.
crates, jumbled boxes and clutter crowding the evidence rooms, with jars of flammable liquids crammed
into sinks. Agents said there was nowhere to handle
blood-stained clothing. The laboratory, located in the
city and accessible from the subway, seemed a convenient attraction for visitors — but it also had attracted
The Washington Post, and this venerable newspaper
was soon on the trail. On April 30, 2015 the Post
reported the resignation of the laboratory’s director
Dr. Max Houck. Two of their top scientists and their
legal counsel were fired, and 182 cases were ordered
to be reviewed.
Professor William C. Thompson of the University
of California at Irvine poses a disturbing thought in
an article he wrote for the Post on May 8, 2015. “Houck
worked to ensure the independence and transparency
of the laboratory. With the help of the lab’s legal counsel, he developed new lines of communication between
the laboratory and the groups it served — including
police, prosecutors and defense lawyers. The laboratory ended a policy that had allowed prosecutors to
have preferential access to laboratory information and
to control what defense lawyers were allowed to see.
Under the new administration, prosecutors and de-
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fense lawyers were given equal access.”
Thompson points out how interesting it is that,
as well as the key scientists, their legal counsel was
also dismissed. Why? If there were problems with
evidence you would expect the scientists responsible
to be fired, but not the legal counsel. It leads Thompson to pose a single thought: Was this “an excuse to
strike back at a laboratory management that had denied them some of the prerogatives that laboratories
have traditionally granted to prosecutors — a way to
bring an independent laboratory back under law
enforcement control?” That is dangerous — the laboratory needs to head the quest for truth and prevail
over the law enforcement agency in all matters of forensic science.
Bisbing is emphatic about that: “The laboratory
must know they can say, no that is not right; no, we
have excluded that suspect and he is not the guy who
did it — just keep looking and we’ll help; no chief, you
can’t walk through my crime scene, we’ll call you when
we are done here; no, I will not testify to that, Mr.
Prosecutor, and if necessary, I’ll be there to say it isn’t
so; we recommend you use this outside expert, not the
charlatan you have suggested ...”
As microscopists we are always open to those
who are interested in our work, and a lavish new
national laboratory that allows both sides to review
forensic findings is just what we need. It is what hapless prisoners need as well. But there is a growing
feeling that the FBI regards high-flown science as their
key to locking people in jail. There is a clear sign of
resistance to openness. Innocent Americans have been
locked away for crimes they did not commit, based
on false testimony that they c annot challenge.
Whitehurst said to me: “We know that thousands
upon thousands of fellow citizens wait in cages or are
sent to death chambers, unfairly tried and convicted.”
Forensic microscopy is founded on using our insights
to perceive the truth. Its perversion to secure convictions, flying in the face of objective reality, is a crime
against the people. It means that the innocent folk are
locked up, while those who committed the gravest of
crimes run free.
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